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JEFF BAKER As a small child in Paris in the mid 1950s, I went to the Louvre with my mom two to three times a week. Winged 

Victory was my jungle gym and I spent hours lying on the floor, looking up at a ceiling full of Titians. My exposure to art was early, 
direct, and continuous. Having discovered photography as a means of self-expression in my teens, I found myself in Gary Winogrand’s 
photography courses at UT Austin in the 1970s, listening to and being critiqued by Walker Evans, Lee Friedlander and John 
Szarkowski, who came to lecture. The sense I gained from them, that photography’s highest use is to document the human condit ion, 
along with my own innate sense of empathy, has always informed my work as a photographer. I honed my craft through 35 years of 
editorial and advertising assignments. Throughout, I’ve continually worked on my own projects, including large-format ethnographic 
studies in South America and Indonesia, landscapes informed by the relationship of man to his surroundings, and still-lifes of industrial-
age tools that reference the personalities of their inventors. The latest work looks at urban encryption as a means of communication 
within a neighborhood’s core population. While embracing photography’s remarkable technological advances, I adhere to its 
philosophical underpinnings, giving me great confidence in my current direction. Jeff is represented by Conduit Gallery. 
 

CHRIS BEXAR (Houston, United States) makes photos and conceptual artworks. By exploring the concept of landscape in a 

nostalgic way, Bexar focuses on the idea of ‘virtual space’ and more specifically on spaces where anyone can do anything at any given 
moment: the non-private space, the non-privately owned space. His photos establish a link between the landscape’s reality and that 
imagined by its conceiver. These works focus on concrete questions that determine our existence. These meticulously planned works 
resound and resonate with images culled from the fantastical realm of imagination. With a subtle minimalistic approach, he investigates 
the dynamics of landscape, including the manipulation of its effects and the limits of spectacle based on our assumptions of what 
landscape means to us. Rather than presenting a factual reality, an illusion is fabricated to conjure the realms of our imagination. Bexar 
starts by creating an urban landscape by photographing computer parts. He then feeds this image to Google, asking Google what it 
thinks this image is. He then culls through the resulting pictures to conceive the character(s) in the virtual space. His works are often 
about contact with architecture and basic living elements. Energy (heat, light, water), space and landscape are examined in less 
obvious ways and sometimes-developed in absurd ways. He has a background in painting and electronic refuse sculpture. His last 
series of digital landscape photos were recently shown at "Mark Flood Resents" studio in Miami Beach during Art Basel Miami 2014. In 
January 2016 he will be in a group show at Marlborough Chelsea NYC. Bexar has won numerous awards for his sculpture and digital 
work. He was also a member of the famed iloveyoubaby artist collective in Houston (2003-2007). His museum exhibitions include Art 
Car Museum, Austin Museum of Digital Art, Blue Star, Galveston Arts Center and Wichita Falls Museum of Art. Chris's work has 
appeared in solo shows in Houston at Commerce Street Art Warehouse, Magnolia Gallery, and Mackey Gallery and in many group 
exhibitions around the USA.  
 
SHELBY CUNNINGHAM is a visual artist living and working in Dallas. She's a former member of 500x Gallery, a 

founding member of the Oh6 Art Collective in 2004, and received her Bachelors of Arts and Performance from UTD. Her watercolor 
drawings are autobiographical and/or memory-based. This particular series is part of her complicated relationship with sleep and sleep 
disorders. Here, the bed is shown every morning in the calm, chaotic state after a night of somnambulism, somniloquy, sleep paralysis, 
insomnia, and sleep hallucinations. 
 
GAiUR [GREAT ART IN UGLY ROOMS] The Tumblr "Great Art in Ugly Rooms" imagines the enchanting train 

wreck that occurs when a truly great work of art is juxtaposed with the most revolting of interiors. Whether it's Barbara Kruger artworks 
in an outlet store or a Jackson Pollock painting in a portrait studio, the combination of high art and kitsch interiors make us 
simultaneously giddy and nauseated. We reached out to the anonymous creator of this most holy of Tumblr accounts for more info. The 
Huffington Post: Was the Tumblr inspired by a real life example of great art in an ugly room? Great Art in Ugly Rooms: 
Besides what I have in my rooms (which I don't consider ugly, but others might), yes. HP: What is one of your favorite images on the 
site? GAIUR: I liked making the image for my grandmother, Mark Flood. HP: What's one of the funniest reactions you've had to the 
Tumblr? GAIUR: Bill Short of Sea Royal Realty, Inc. commented, "Whoa!! I haven't seen 'Cowboy Carpet' like that in decades. That 
has to be an old Dupont 501 nylon." HP: Are you keeping your identity a secret? If so, why?  GAIUR: Yes, because I like secrets. 
HP: What is your involvement in the art world outside of Tumblr? GAIUR: I am a professional, artist, collector, director, advertiser, 
lawyer, professor, and entertainer. HP: A septuplet threat?! [From Huffington Post Interview 6/24/13; GAiUR has also been featured 

on HYPERALLERGIC, SALON, CURBED and other sites].  
 

 
 

http://www.500x.org/
http://greatartinuglyrooms.tumblr.com/
http://greatartinuglyrooms.tumblr.com/post/51211677865/kaz-oshiro-in-gallery-vs-in-home-this-image
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/08/arts/design/mark-flood-houston-artist-at-luxembourg-dayan.html?_r=0


DEBORA HUNTER was born in Chicago and grew up in architecturally rich Oak Park, Illinois. She attended Northwestern 

University receiving a B.A. with honors in English Literature with a minor in Women’s Studies. While at Northwestern she became 
interested in photography when studying visual sociology with Howard S. Becker. She received a M.F.A. in Photography from Rhode 
Island School of Design, working with Harry Callahan, Aaron Siskind and the visiting faculty of Minor White and Lisette Model. She is on 
the faculty at Meadows School of Art, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas. Selected solo exhibitions include the Museum of 
Contemporary Photography (Chicago), Art Institute of Chicago (2 person show), Light Factory, International Museum of 
Photography/George Eastman House, James Kelly Contemporary. Selected group exhibitions include the New Mexico History 
Museum, Amon Carter Museum, Corcoran Museum of Art, Hirshhorn Museum, Witkin Gallery (NYC), Light Factory, Dallas Museum of 
Art, Houston Museum of Art, Dallas Center for Contemporary Art, McKinney Avenue Contemporary (Dallas), Lawndale Annex 
(Houston, TX), Herbert S. Johnson Museum (Cornell University), Fort Worth Art Museum, New Orleans Museum of Art, Bravin Post Lee 
Gallery (NYC), Center for the Arts (Boulder, CO), Alternative Museum (NYC), Creative Photography Laboratory (MIT, Cambridge, MA), 
Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibitions, Amarillo Art Center. Her work is in the permanent collections of Art Institute of Chicago, 
Corcoran Museum of Art, Houston Museum of Fine Art, Amon Carter Museum, Yale University Art Museum, University of New Mexico 
Museum, Dallas Museum of Art, Wesleyan University Art Museum, Rhode Island School of Design Art Museum, Creative Photography 
Laboratory of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Louisiana Art and Science Center, Lee Witkin, Robert Murdock, Ruttenberg Art 
Foundation, Dallas Area Rapid Transit. 
 
MARK LAMSTER is the award winning architecture critic of the Dallas Morning News and a professor in the architecture 

school at the University of Texas at Arlington. His architectural photography has been published widely. This suite of photographs 
record the hospital of Fort D. A. Russell, in Marfa, Texas, built in 1921 and decommissioned in 1946, during its final weeks. An elegiac 
ruin, it was demolished in 2015 to make way for an artwork by Robert Irwin, a project that entailed the reconstruction of an altered 
facsimile of the hospital. The images illustrate the tension between historical destruction and artistic invention, and the value of the 
original and the copy.  
 

PETER LIGON lives and works in Dallas. He graduated from North Texas State University with a BFA in Drawing and Painting. 

He received an MFA from the Meadows School of the Arts at SMU. He has shown at Barry Whistler Gallery, Plush Gallery, The 
McKinney Avenue Contemporary, Mighty Fine Arts Gallery, Gray Matters Gallery, RE Gallery in Dallas, 333 Montezuma Annex Gallery 
in Santa Fe and at The Red Mill Gallery in Johnson, Vermont. He is the managing resident of Shamrock Hotel Studios, an artist run 
studio cooperative in Dallas. He paints, draws and makes intaglio prints on location from observational subjects. He currently teaches 
drawing, art appreciation, printmaking and painting variously at Eastfield Community College, University of Texas at Dallas and SMU 
CAPE. [www.peterligon.com] 

 
PAHO MANN’s work has been included in exhibitions at the Walker Art Center (Minneapolis, MN), the Carnegie Museum of Art 

(Pittsburgh, PA), the Arizona State University Art Museum (Tempe, AZ), and the Tucson Museum of Art (Tucson, AZ), among others. 
Mann’s work is included in the collections of the Tucson Museum of Art, the Museum at Texas Tech University, the Nerman Museum of 
Contemporary Art, and the City of Phoenix Public Art Program. Mann was born in 1978 on his parents homestead near Snowflake, 
Arizona. In 1992 he moved with his family to Albuquerque, New Mexico where in 2001 he received a BFA from the University of New 
Mexico. In 2007, he received his MFA from Arizona State University. Currently, Mann lives and works in Dallas, Texas where he is an 
Associate Professor of Photography at the University of North Texas. 
 

CAROLINE SHARPLESS Just completing her MFA at the University of Houston this spring, Caroline Sharpless lives 

and works in Houston, Texas. Twice included in the New American Paintings magazine and a Hunting Art Prize finalist for three years 
in a row, Caroline teaches Painting at the University of Houston and is very active in the Houston and Texas art community. She won 
first prize in the Third Coast National Art Show last year in Corpus Christi and first prize in the Assistance League of Houston 
Celebrates Texas Art 2015. In New American Paintings Issue 117 she states “I have always been interested in the built environment 
and its psychological implications. Color dictates the space and space becomes an ambiguous abstraction. The scenes are marked by 
emptiness; leaving empty deserted stages without much narrative or other apparent meaning, the area of color play with and off the 
tension that an empty, depersonalized interior has – part sterile environment, part utopian dream”. 
 

ALLISON V. SMITH Allison V. Smith worked as a photojournalist for 7 newspapers over 15 years after graduating from SMU 

with a degree in journalism. In 2004, Allison left the Dallas Morning News to pursue freelance photography for editorial clients and fine 
art photography. Allison’s clients include: Texas Monthly, The New York Times and Al Jazeera America. Her fine art projects include 
exploring the landscape and personality of Marfa, Texas and Rockport, Maine. Allison is in the permanent collection at the Modern Art 
Museum of Fort Worth, Dallas Museum of Art, Museum of Fine Arts in Houston and the Savannah College of Art and Design in Atlanta. 
She is represented by the Barry Whistler Gallery in Dallas and Hiram Butler Gallery in Houston. In addition to photography, Allison and 
her mother published a book of Stanley Marcus’s photography in 2008 called Reflection of a Man. 
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CHECK LIST CLOCKWISE UPON ENTRY 
PORCH 
 
GAiUR [GREAT ART IN UGLY ROOMS] 
Slide show of GAiUR TUMBLR site  
Lmited edition prints are available on some of the images, prices and availability upon request 
 
FRONT ROOM 
 
PAHO MANN 
“Re-Inhabited Circle K: O & A” - 1500.00 framed / 1200.00 unframed  
Ink on cotton rag 
17”x20” 
2014 
 
“Re-Inhabited Circle K: New Testament Church” – 1500.00 framed / 1200.00 unframed 
Ink on cotton rag 
17”x20” 
2014 
 
ALLISON V. SMITH [Courtesy of Barry Whistler Gallery] 
“Hall Pass” - Ed. no. 4-6 - 2,800.00 unframed / 3,150.00 framed / no.7 - 3,200.00 unframed / 3,550.00 framed 
Chromogenic photograph 
30”x30” 
Marathon, TX, 2006 
 
CAROLINE SHARPLESS 
“Acapulco Sunrise” - 1200.00 
Oil on canvas 
30”x30” 
2013 
 
“Stripes” – 1200.00 
Oil on canvas 
30”x30” 
2013 
 
PETER LIGON 
“Yellow Garage” – 900.00 
Oil on canvas 
30”x30” 
2010 
 
“W.Lawther Park” 
Oil on canvas - 900.00 
16”x20” 
2005 
 
"White House n/o BHCC"  - 900.00 
Oil on canvas 
16”x20” 
2004 
 
SHELBY CUNNINGHAM 
“Daily Bed Paintings” - 50.00 each or 1200.00 for all works 
Ink and watercolor on cotton rag  
4”x6” 
2015 
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BACK ROOM 
 
JEFF BAKER [Courtesy CONDUIT Gallery] 
“Untitled”– No. 1of 5 limited edition – 3,400.00 framed 
Archival pigment print  
39”x26”  
Lower East Side, NYC - 2014 
 
CHRIS BEXAR 
“Leave” – 10,000.00 
Archival pigment on canvas  
80”x60” 
2015  
 
 “Life Goes On” – 10,000.00 
Archival pigment on canvas  
80”x60” 
2015  
  
DEBORA HUNTER 
“FUCK” – 1000.00 unframed 
Ink jet on photographic paper 
17”x22” 
Taos, NM, 2014 
 
 
MARK LAMSTER 
“Untitled (Hospital of Fort D. A. Russell, Marfa, Texas. Demolished 2015)” - 400.00 each or 1200.00 for suite 
10”x10” 
 Inkjet color photograph 
Marfa, TX - 2015 
 
“Untitled (Hospital of Fort D. A. Russell, Marfa, Texas. Demolished 2015)” 
10”x10” 
Inkjet color photograph 
Marfa, TX,  2015 
 
Untitled (Hospital of Fort D. A. Russell, Marfa, Texas. Demolished 2015)”  
10”x10” 
Inkjet color photograph 
Marfa, TX, 2015 
 
Untitled (Hospital of Fort D. A. Russell, Marfa, Texas. Demolished 2015)” 
10”x10” 
Inkjet color photograph 
Marfa, TX, 2015 
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